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The Personality Development session for term 2 was conducted for
Grade 6 by Ms.Aishwarya in the Conference Hall,  focusing on the
vital topics of self-care and self-awareness.
Through interactive discussions and relatable examples, students
were introduced to the concept of self-care. They learned that self-
care encompasses not only physical health but also emotional, mental,
and social well-being. 

The session delved into the exploration of self-awareness,
encouraging students to reflect on their thoughts, feelings, and
actions. They learned that self-awareness empowers them to make
informed decisions, build healthy relationships, and pursue their
passions.

Practical techniques were shared to incorporate self-care and self-
awareness into their daily lives. 

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
1.2.2024



SPECIAL ASSEMBLY - 
INDIAN COASTGUARD DAY
1.2.2024
The special assembly conducted by class V A started with
Thamizh Thai Vazhthu which was followed by the school song.
This special assembly had its theme as Indian coast Guard Day.
A speech on the  history and significance of the Indian Coast
Guard followed by the activities and achievements of the Indian
Coast Guard was explained by the students. The students come
to know about the Duties and the importance of our Indian
Coast Guard.
The IEO winners are honored with the gold medal by our
Headmistress. The assembly ended up with the National
Anthem. 



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
2.2.2024
The Personality Development session for term 2 was conducted for Grade 6 by
Ms.Aishwarya in the Conference Hall,  focusing on the vital topics of self-care
and self-awareness.
Through interactive discussions and relatable examples, students were
introduced to the concept of self-care. They learned that self-care encompasses
not only physical health but also emotional, mental, and social well-being. 

The session delved into the exploration of self-awareness, encouraging students
to reflect on their thoughts, feelings, and actions. They learned that self-
awareness empowers them to make informed decisions, build healthy
relationships, and pursue their passions.

Practical techniques were shared to incorporate self-care and self-awareness
into their daily lives. 

The session concluded with empowering messages to cultivate resilient
mindsets. Students were encouraged to embrace self-compassion, embrace
failures as opportunities for growth, and celebrate their achievements, no
matter how small.





INTRA COMPETITION - KG
2.2.2024

To encourage and showcase the skills of kg students, an Intra-class
competition was held in the month of February. Students from all
the sections participated enthusiastically and  confidently.
Nursery: Let's go Foodie. The participants used colourful clays
aesthetically and presented in distinctive style .The efforts of the
participants was praised by the judges.
JR.KG:Waste paper collage. The kids need to decorate the butterfly
with colorful waste papers and colors.It was delightful to watch the
creative performances.
Sr.Kg: Word whizz. The competition for their literacy skill..The
participants will write the words dictated by the judges.It made an
interesting way to demonstrate their reading and  writing skill.
Children learn to extend themselves, exploit their real capabilities
and maximize their true potential.



NO TO PLASTIC
6.2.2024
Students of grade 7  enthusiastically participated by emoting their
thoughts through an activity - Reuse of plastics. A plastic bottle was
given a makeover by using colour papers, paint and Googly eyes .
Students brought the materials from home including a cooker  
rubber . This was played as a game by aiming and throwing the
cooker rubber on any one of the bottles. Students earnest
involvement in making this take-home activity both as a team and
an individual was appreciable. Students were explained about the
refinement, cracking, processing and manufacturing of plastics. 
It took the mentors by surprise as they brought out various points
and nuances through their words in the worksheet.  
It was such a delight to see the middle schoolers taking up this '
cause and effect ' diligently and solemnly . These activities surely
have made them understand the demerits and Ill effects of plastic
usage and it was precisely evident by the way the students indulged
in the discussions.



The assembly on 'Healthy Lifestyle' for Class 1B took place on
06.02.2024. Commencing with the 'Thamizh Thai Vazhuthu,' it
was followed by the school song. The students presented a mime
illustrating the advantages of a healthy lifestyle and discussed the
pros of making such choices. Emphasis was placed on the benefits
of consuming healthy snacks. The little tots delivered a fantastic
dance performance, shedding light on the advantages of a healthy
lifestyle. The coordinator addressed the gathering, distributing
certificates to the winners of the IEO Olympiad,  intra-
competition and presenting 'Star of the Month' certificates. The
assembly concluded with the National Anthem

ASSEMBLY 
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
6.2.2024



CLUB ACTIVITY
6.2.2024 & 7.2.2024

Da Vinci Bridge was built in 2000 in Norway.
The bridge is without any external support
which is a self supporting bridge. It alao has
self locking mechanism. The students of class 6
to 8 did an activity to build a replica of the
bridge using pens, pencils and rubber bands.
They learnt the methodology and techniques of
a self supporting bridge while doing the activity.
They enjoyed doing it considering themselves
as architects. It was a simple construction
technique which brought out the skills of the
students as little architects.



The club activity for the February month was fun
packed and colorful learning experience for the
students of class 1 and 2. Students of class 1 understood
the science behind the dancing raisins experiment.  
Students of class 2 learnt how warm water alone made
coating of skittles dissolve and thus forming a
wonderful colour wheel on the plate. Children
throughly enjoyed doing the experiments.



Da Vinci Bridge was built in 2000 in Norway.
The bridge is without any external support
which is a self supporting bridge. It alao has
self locking mechanism. The students of class 6
to 8 did an activity to build a replica of the
bridge using pens, pencils and rubber bands.
They learnt the methodology and techniques of
a self supporting bridge while doing the activity.
They enjoyed doing it considering themselves
as architects. It was a simple construction
technique which brought out the skills of the
students as little architects.



KG FIELD TRIP - VEGETABLE MART
6.2.2024

Third term educational field trip to Nilgiris
Supermarket at Pallikarnai was the venue for Food
Mart. We started by 10.00 a.m. from school
campus. Kids enjoyed sitting along with their
friends and singing rhymes. They had good view of
lake with few birds swimming on it. Through this
trip kids learnt the products available in the
supermarket, they touch and felt some vegetables,
fruits,few grains, pulses,eggs, corns, bread etc.,They
also enjoyed viewing many more grocery items,
beverages, ice-cream, biscuits, chocolates,
household cleaning products, soaps, perfumes etc., 



KG FIELD TRIP - PLANETORIUM
7.2.2024

 Field trip provide the opportunity to see and explore
valuable new things. The objective of a field trip is to learn,
be exposed to a different environment . Birla Planetarium
is a place where kids can learn more about planets ,Physical
Science, Electronics, Energy, Life Science, Innovation,
Transport. Virtual tour of the night sky, in a dome  sky
theatre gave a splendid experience for kids. Field trip is a
chance to take children out of the classroom and to have
hands-on experiences. Taking kids on an adventure helps
to build bonds among the students. It also helps in
providing a change in routine for the students and keeps
them engaged in learning.



KG ASSEMBLY 
7.2.2024
Every child is a flower of its own kind and all together they make this world a
beautiful garden”.
We take pride in creating an ambience for learning that invigorates and unfolds the
true potential of every child, right from the assembly time. We call it- “Praying and
paving our way to excellence”.

The morning sets the day and the assembly paves the way for our students to
rejuvenate their spirits, remain rooted to the moral values and unleash their vitality.

The theme of the assembly was hunt for the talents, the heavenly classical dance of
Sashvitha B had impeccable movements and rhythms have left us all in awe.
Siddhvik GS, played the keyboard the music have soul to the entire atmosphere,
Bhagavad Gita chapter recitation of Niranjan G made the audience
thunderstruck.The melodious song of Harini Karthick and Aksharaa V was soulful.
Adhvika A thirukural recitation was thoughtful to ears and mind.

It instilled a sense of pride and facilitated acknowledgement of their
accomplishments, rewarding performances not just in academics but also in co-
curricular activities.



KG FIELD TRIP - SNAKE PARK 
8.2.2024
On a pleasant Thursday, Junior kg Kids were taken on a field trip to the
Guindy Snake Park ,Chennai where they got a chance to see different types
of snakes, reptiles and amphibians. Children were looking forward to the
day with great anticipation. Each child’s eyes sparkled with excitement and
energy on the way to the park. Children were able to apply what they learnt
in the class by naming the different snakes and reptiles that they saw in the
park with such fascination. The children even got to see a show about
snakes and reptiles  found in the forest. It enhances their critical thinking
skills and gives students a chance to think about a topic or theme from a
different perspective. Overall, it was a wonderful experience for them
which they will remember for days to come.



SAFER INTERNET DAY
8.2.2024

The special assembly conducted by class V B started with
Thamizh Thai Vazhthu which was followed by the school
song. This special assembly had its theme as Safer Interenet
Day. A speech on the topic "Together for a better internet" and
Advantages of Responsible photo sharing was explained by the
students. The students come to know about the responsibility
and critical use of digital technologies with full respect for the
rule of law and human rights.
The STAR of the month winners and INTRA winners were
honored with the certificate and achievers were honored with
medal by our Headmistress. The assembly ended up with the
National Anthem.



ENGLISH EVERYWEHRE 
9.2.2024

During the "English Everywhere" session,

students engaged in various activities aimed

at promoting effective communication. They

participated in story writing using  their

creative minds. Hangman , role-play and

interviews added an interactive dimension to

the learning experience. The session proved

highly enjoyable for students, fostering

language skills in a dynamic and engaging

manner.



On "No Bag Day," students engaged in diverse activities
fostering creativity and learning. From creative writing to
Hindi/Tamil reading enhancement, math aptitude
exercises, and painting, each activity offered unique
avenues for knowledge exploration. Leaving textbooks
behind, students embraced hands-on experiences,
finding solace and tranquility in the artistic pursuit of
painting and writing.

NO BAG DAY
10.2.2024



Eating healthy means following a healthy eating pattern that includes a variety of
nutritious foods and drinks. It gives us all the nutrients we need to stay healthy, feel well
and have plenty of energy. The best way to ensure you're eating healthily is to eat a wide
variety of different kinds of food.
This special day can
 help foster positive attitudes towards healthy eating and encourage children to make
healthier food choices. By teaching these healthy habits at an early age, we can help lay the
foundation for lifelong healthy eating patterns from school. Celebration started at 10 in
the front area,Kids enjoyed the day by various activities like fashion walk with hand
puppets, Grain art making, fruit salad made by children, tasting honey, sorting colorful
fruits, bringing healthy snacks and juices for snacks time, receiting rhymes, dancing for
the fruits and Vegetable song in the class. Kids formed a food pyramid by wearing fruits
hand puppet, holding models etc., fruit basket has been given has take home. The
celebration got over by 11 a.m.

EAT HEALTHY DAY
12.2.2024



WORLD RADIO DAY
13.2.2024

Assembly starts with Tamil Thai vazhthu and school song. A
student talks about the 'Role of Radio before our
Independence'. A group of students explained about 'Theme
of World Radio day 2024- A century informing,
entertaining and educating' and followed by role play by a
student as a radio jackey in San FM, where he talks about an
upcoming events ( EVS CULMINATION DAY ) of classes 1
and 2. A group dance performed by the students. The
coordinator addressed the gathering, distributed the trophy
to the winners in the silambam competition and Class I C
won the best class award. The assembly concluded with the
National Anthem.



BUSY BEE DAY
13.2.2024
Bees are found on every continent except Antarctica, in
every habitat on the planet that contains insect-pollinated
flowering plants.

Bees feed on nectar and pollen, the nectar as an energy
source and the pollen for protein and other nutrients.

Jr.kg kids celebrated the special event on busy bee day on a
pleasant tuesday,children exhibit their talents to showcase by
bee dance, dressed up to explain how they get honey from
flower,discussed uses of honey,rhymes on bees, parade to
save bees with plucards and sash..
Group photo of participants were taken.Kids enjoyed the
event and know about the importance of honey and honey
bees.



EXPLORER’S DAY
15.2.2024
An explorer means discovering something unfamiliar.
     
Kids of sr kg enjoyed the day by exploring more about science and experiments like 

volcano eruption - By seeing chemical reaction between vinegar and baking soda creates a
gas called carbon dioxide.  There is not enough room in the bottle for the gas to spread out
so it leaves through the opening very quickly, causing an eruption!

 Colour changing experiment - From this experiment they understood that Turmeric is an
acid .When it reacts with washing powder, it changes colour to deep red. Kids also
understood ,This red colour change back to yellow when lemon juice added in It.

 sink and float experiment -
Kids understood that lemon sinks in normal water but floats in salty water because the
density of saltwater is more than in normal water.  all the experiment were demonstrated
by teachers.
       
    Also kids visualised What happens if candles lid is covered  with glass in a water basin
with a glass? The glass becomes foggy on the inside and the flame fades and eventually
goes out. Then the water level in the glass rises. 
    
All children were mesmerized  by all this experiments.
    
 Finally Kids saw the ramp walk of scientist and  Kids also enjoyed observing a paper
under microscope where the pattern of the paper are visible all this visual made kids to
explorer about science and it made kids to think science as magic



TIPS FOR
EXAMINATION
15.2.2024

The Class 5C assembly commenced with the Thamizh Thai vazhthu
followed by school song and Thought for the day, Few Tips to
overcome examination fear and Followed by Students actively
participated and exhibited their talents. The assembly ended with
prize distribution for few students for their achievements in different
fields and National anthem. 



CULMINATING
ACTIVITY
14.2.2024 & 15.2.2024

The EVS culminating activity-term2 for grade 1
and grade 2 was conducted on 14th and 15th of
February 2024. A total of eight shows(one show
for each section of grade 1 and grade 2) was
conducted altogether in these two days. With no
formal examination for the EVS subject, this
culminating activity showcased the students
learning  outcomes on the various topics from
the EVS-term2 syllabus like Solar system, food,
insects, Japan, everyday science, our
environment, safety at home and while playing,
water, air, etc . The culminating day fitnessed a
cluster of performances like mime, skit,
interviews, interactions, demonstrations,
illustrations, role play, experiments,
conversations  etc. It was indeed awesome to
watch the kids perform with great courage and
confidence. Overall, the EVS culminating
activity was a package of outstanding and
amazing performances of our little sanites.





MATHS HANDS ON ACTIVITY
16.2.2024

Our sanites are always enthusiastic to involve
in all school activities. Here we have class 3
students participate in    hands-on activity on
the topic - Measurement . Kids related topics
with real-life examples and enjoyed doing
activity in the form  games, singing rhymes
and dance .



This assembly was held on 16/02/2024 by the students of class 10A.
On the theme "World Anthropology Day” “ World Anthropology
Day” celebrates the diversity of human cultures and the contributions
of anthropologists in understanding our shared humanity.
The comparing for this assembly was done by Shradha and
Krisha.Tamilthai vazlthu was given by choir group the members of
choir group. 
School song was given by choir group. Followed by whic Pledge
(national and exam) was recited by Ritvik .News was read by Aadesh
.Speech on the topic Engaging anthropology for development and
social change was given by Jayavarshi .Thirukural was recited by
elakiya( tamil) and irtheza( Hindi and English).Speech on the topic
advantages and disadvantages of eugenics in 21st century was given by
Danush .Following which Vice principal ma'am addressed the
assembly and the assembly was concluded with national anthem.

16/02/2024



" Winners embrace hard work " 
SAN academy Pallikaranai takes immense pleasure
in conducting an annual silambam grading
ceremony every academic year end. 
After being trained by the silambam master for a
year, the students were acknowledged for their
efforts, skill possessed and their perseverance
during the ceremony whereas their parents got a
wonderful opportunity to witness the same. 

The performers were felicitated with certificates
and medals in batches from the day break till the
dusk. 

The performers aced the footwork , balancing and
all the moves and twists using the sticks. It was
indeed a treat and pride to witness for the
spectators . 

Co ordinators, HM and our Principal ma'am
addressed the gathering whereas the parents were
such a sport to step forward to give the feedback
and try out silambam as well. 

On the whole the programme was a colossal
heartwarming success .

SILAMBAM GRADING
CEREMONY
17.2.2024





NO BAG DAY
17.2.2024

Food Processing

Today’s food factory  begins with making a very nutritious  ragi
vegetable momos
Children participated very cheerfully and helped the host in doing  
momos .
Usually momos are made with all purpose flour that is maida  which
has  zero nutritional value except vegetables. . But we have made a
very nutritional momos with ragi flour and whole wheat atta which  is
rich in iron and calcium .  Children promised the host that today itself
they will try it at home . It was a wonderful learning for children .



CHOWKI MAKING 

           The last No Bag Day of the academic year 2023-24 began in high spirits with
students from grade 6 to 8 . 
           The students of carpentry gained verbal information and instruction about the
making of Chowki through the resource person. There were around 60 students who
were awaiting to try their hands on with high anticipation.
          Mr. Rahul transferred knowledge about the materials used to the students. He
clearly explained both in English and Tamil the use and pronunciation of the
materials such as Nails, Hammer, File, Pine Wood and Cutting player. 
          Once the mentors made sure that children had precision on the resources, they
were called out one by one for hands on experience, giving grade 6 the priority as this
being their first time where they are gaining exposure towards these skills. 

   For about 1 hour almost every student had their first-hand participation towards
learning the skill. 

   Looking at the young talented buds hitting  the nail into the wood using a hammer
was an apple of the eyes for the teachers .
    They were encouraged for their endeavours and with the help of the resource
person aligning the cut pine woods  a beautiful Chowki was made. 
    
    They were given ideas to improvise the chowki according to their creativity.

The resource person explained about the sizes of the nail. We teachers conducted a
small quiz , recapitulating  their understanding.

Then the students were dispersed to their respective classes.

Carpentry



Horticulture
Topic: Ornamental plants
Host: Mr. Shankar

The glory of gardening: hands in the dirt, head in the sun, heart with nature.
To nurture a garden is to feed not just on the body, but the soul. Flowers
always make people better, happier, and more helpful.
Accordingly students of San Academy Pallikaranai were taken to SanPal
garden. The ornamental plants like snake plant, hybrid variety of hibiscus
plants nerium, spider plant were shown and their maintenance were
discussed.
The benefits of having ornamental plants  providing shade for pedestrians on
hot days, decreasing the use of vehicles, absorption of carbon dioxide from
the air and output oxygen; creating cleaner air,  beautify the lanscape ,
creating an appealing environment and are grown for food were all
discussed.
The session was so informative and interesting.



Electrical Technology
Resource person: Dr.K.Subramanian
Topic : Digital electronics
On account of the electrical technology session during the no bag day activity, we
delved into the fascinating realm of digital  and analog signals , uncovering the
foundations of analog signals and  the developments leading to digital signals.
The session aimed to provide students with  principles and applications of digital
electronics with signals , paving the way for a deeper understanding of signals .

The heart of the session :
The clarity of sound in analog and digital signals. How it is transmitted from the
space. Different components used in digital equipment. And their use.

 In summary, the difference between analog and  digital signal and technolog not
only equipped students with foundational knowledge but also sparked curiosity
about the boundless possibilities within the field.



 PHILATELY AND NUMISMATICS CLUB 

As a part of No Bag Day, San Academy, Pallikararani
conducted Philately and Numismatics Club Activity. The
topic planned was Exhibition of Albums. Students actively
participated in the activity and they were all set to display the
albums they created. As rightly said, Philately is the King of
Hobbies and students of San Academy added strong
evidence to it. Arrangements were made to display the
albums. Students from all sections who made albums
displayed and explained about the same in class 6E. Students
from all sections, teachers, coordinators  witnessed the
exhibition. Students had an exciting experience and they
vouched to make one very soon. Students had a learning
experience which includes seeking, locating, acquiring,
organizing, cataloguing, displaying, storing, and maintaining
them. All the way, this club helps them to utilize their free
time in the best way possible. 



YUVA TOURISM
 Students as individuals actively participated in talking about
their dream destination.This activity Promotes self-
expression ,develops analytical thinking 
exercises students’ creativity  
Improves students’imaginary  skills,, Also
Encourages the sharing of resources among students and
teachers . 
Overcoming the fear and insecurity of speaking in public
increases self-confidence. It proves also that we can face our
fears and overcome them. In addition, practising oratory
involves a continuous improvement of oral communication
skills



DESIGN THINKING
Name of the activity:Term 2- activity

"Write about in 150 words in an A4 sheet" Identify the problem in the

school environment and create a solution"Look at it from different

points of view of its users  - people (children, Elderly,   Persons with

disability, street-vendors, shop-keepers), animals, etc. "

Understand the unique needs around specific challenges

Enhance creative problem-solving skills and innovation mindset;

Develop a strong understanding of the design process and how you

can apply it in and out of the classroom;

Develop and test innovative ideas through experimentation.



KARUNA CLUB

On February 17th, as part of the Karuna Club's
initiative, we screened the film "Elephant Whisper"
and showcased videos featuring Mrs. Arun
Krishnamurthy. This was at the request of Prabodh
Jain ji. The Class 8 students thoroughly enjoyed the
session. The primary motive behind this activity was
to instill a sense of responsibility towards nature in the
younger generation. By exposing them to the
remarkable bond between humans and animals, as
well as inspiring stories of environmental activism, we
aimed to cultivate a greater sensitivity towards nature
among the students, fostering a generation that cares
deeply about preserving our planet.



MEDITATION & MINDFULNESS
19.2.2024
In the rush of modern life, mornings often become a
chaotic blur of alarms, coffee, and hurried tasks. However,
by cultivating a mindful morning routine, we can set a
positive tone for the rest of the day. Incorporating
mindfulness practices into the early hours can promote
clarity, calmness, and resilience amidst the demands of
daily life.
As a mark of which on 19/2/24 
Guided meditation session was conducted for grade 10
(A,B,C,D)and 12 (A,B,C)from 8:30 to 8:50 am. 
Guided meditation offers a pathway to inner peace, clarity,
and self-discovery. Through gentle guidance and
visualization, participants embark on a journey of
relaxation and introspection. Whether you're new to
meditation or a seasoned practitioner, guided meditation
can provide a valuable tool for cultivating mindfulness and
reducing stress.



CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI MAHARAJ

JAYANTI

19.2.2024

The school assembly held on 19.2.24
organized by  students of  class 7B on
account of Shivaji Maharaj Jayanti was a
stirring tribute to the legendary Maratha
warrior and visionary leader, Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj. The event was a vibrant
amalgamation of insightful speeches,
motivating thoughts , and educational quiz
that captured the essence of Shivaji
Maharaj's indomitable spirit and enduring
legacy.The assembly  served as a poignant
reminder of the enduring legacy of one of
India's greatest heroes.Through a
captivating blend of history and education,
the event not only honored Shivaji
Maharaj's memory but also inspired
students to uphold his ideals and contribute
meaningfully to society.



MOTIVATIONAL SESSION
19.2.2024

The session was started with a brain storming
activity to give a brief introduction about the topic
taken.  Personal responsibilities in various aspect of
students’ life like education, relationships, health &
personal growth were brought into account for the
discussion between the students and the mentors.  
Barriers in taking up our own responsibility were
listed by the students and the strategies to
overcome from the barriers were explained by the
mentors.  It was clearly mentioned that the
responsibility gives results and the irresponsibility
gives consequences.  Responsibility is not just a
one-time effort but a continuous journey of growth
and self-discovery.  By embracing responsibility,
the individuals can unlock their full potential and
create meaningful and fulfilling lives.  The session
ensured that the students have the power to shape
their destiny and embrace it with courage.  This
special session was ended by getting feedbacks.



20.2.2024
"Dream Career Quest empowers individuals to pursue their passions,

aligning personal values with professional goals. Through self-discovery,

skill development, and mentorship, participants embark on a

transformative journey towards fulfilling, meaningful work."

As every Tuesday zero period is allocated to brain storm students with

various carrier opportunities on 20/2/24 the various courses and carriers

available in biological science were discussed with students.

"Biology careers offer diverse opportunities, from research to healthcare,

conservation, and beyond. With a foundation in life sciences, professionals

explore the intricacies of living organisms, contributing to advancements

in medicine, environmental sustainability, and understanding life itself."



HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND SLAVERY
20.2.2024

Todays assembly was presented by class 1c on the
topic 'World Social Justice Day'. A Student
delivered a speech on 'Human trafficking and
slavery'. Followed by which a student listed out the
reasons for human trafficking. A short talk on
world summit for social development was
explained by a student. The assembly was
informative.



KG ASSEMBLY
21.2.2024
Morning is the perfect time to revive the learning, take in inspiration

and begin your day with positivity. As the students walk into the school

campus the first activity that kick starts the day are the Special

Morning Assembly.

In the serene hours of the morning, the students are made to assemble

on the ground and pray to the Lord for their guidance and wisdom. Sr.

Kg. 

A kids addressed the gathering with riddles related to the month's

theme. It tickled their memory on the concepts learnt. Sr kg C inspired

the peers by singing, recitation of thirukural and slogam. 

The kindergarten coordinator gave speech on the rules to be followed

in primary , which motivated kids to step confidently in the class

ahead. To end the assembly, Sr kg C, Naila M played national anthem

in the keyboard



INTRA COMPETITION
21.2.2024
The spirit of science buzzed in the air as our young learners from Class I and
II took the challenge for a fascinating intra-competition conducted on
21.02.2024
Class I: Elocution on  scientific wonders behind "dancing raisins" . our
budding scientists captivated with their explanations of the "dancing raisin"
phenomenon. They explained how raisins, being denser than water, initially
sink. But as they absorb the liquid, they become buoyant and rise! 
Class II: Poster Making on "Formation of Rainbow"
Students unleashed their artistic flair, using paints, crayons, and glitter to
showcase the science behind this colorful phenomenon. They depicted
sunlight entering raindrops, splitting into its various wavelengths, and
emerging as a breathtaking spectrum. 
The confidence radiating from each competitor as they delivered their
speeches and the pride they displayed in their posters were true testaments to
their learning journey. They explored, experimented, and communicated,
solidifying their understanding of the scientific world around them.



Club activity continued with students sharing daily
life experiences of neutralization reactions through
essay writing. 
This creative approach fosters understanding by
connecting theoretical concepts to real-world
observations, enriching students' learning
experience.



The Intra Competition for the month of February was conducted for
grades 6 ,7, and 8 in their respective classrooms on 21/2/2024. 
 The topic for the competition was a debate on the title  " Construction
of Buildings is possible only because of Friction."
Students participated in the debate with great enthusiasm. They put
forth valid points supported by evidence, logic, and reasoning to
bolster their arguments. 
Students delivered their thoughts on foundational stability , strength,
and load-bearing concepts while talking for the topic . They shared
their thoughts on support systems and environmental factors while
talking against the topic.
They also shared their concerns about the environmental issues we
face with the rapid development of the constructions.
Overall, by sharing their ideas in a meaningful way, students
contributed to a rich and dynamic discussion that promoted
understanding, collaboration, and intellectual growth within the
context of the debate.



The students of Class X actively participated in the Extempore activity
that was conducted as Intra competition for the month of February.
This innovative event aimed to combine the art of impromptu
speaking with the excitement of a mobile platform, creating a
dynamic and interactive experience for participants.
Students enthusiastically participated, showcasing their agility, quick
thinking, and public speaking skills simultaneously. 
The event not only provided an exciting platform for students to
showcase their talents but also promoted  confidence  and creativity in
public speaking. 
Winners were announced based on a combination of speaking
proficiency and maneuvering skills.
"Extempore on Wheels" proved to be a memorable and exhilarating
event, highlighting the innovative spirit and diverse talents of our
school community.



WORLD THINKING DAY
22.2.2024
" Success is not final, failure is not fatal: It is the courage to continue
that counts.” ..." 
SAN academy Pallikaranai takes immense pleasure in conducting
The Bharat Scouts and Guides rally programme on account of '
World Thinking Day ' .
The event was inaugurated by the District Commissioner for Guides
Ms. Sujatha by lighting the lamp. The Significant Morning was
progressed hoping to be a testament to the strength and unity of our
community through one unique invocation - All faith prayer in
which our district commissioner for guides and Asst. district
commissioner for scouts, Head Mistress and Vice principal, Bunny
aunties , cub master, flock leader, scout master and guide captains of
the school actively took part.
The cherry- picked part of the event was the bunny activities
performed by our sub- juniors . The programme embarked its
noteworthiness as our VP ma'am addressed the gathering and our
district commissioner shared her thoughts of wisdom and declared
the rally open. 
A serene and disciplined rally was carried out with the help of police
officials by giving right bandobast throughout the rally. 
The students got back to the premises and the event came to an end
with a heartfelt vote of thanks by our Headmistress.

The meaningful rally to unite and raise awareness on a concern was a
resounding favourable outcome.





WORLD UNDERSTANDING & PEACE DAY
22.2.2024
This assembly was held on 23/02/2024 by the students of
class 10B. On the theme "World understanding and peace  
day  promoting harmony and goodwill among individuals
from different religions, cultures and geography .
The compering for this assembly was done by Sathvika and
mithra.Tamilthai vazlthu was given by choir group the
members of choir group. 
School song was given by choir group. Followed by which
Pledge was recited by Adhithya somu .News was read by
sanjay and nitheshwaran .Speech on the topic history of
world understandinf and peace day was given by prasanna
varadhan.Thirukural was recited by rohith and santhosh.
Students recited 5 beautiful poems on the topic. Following
which Vice principal ma'am addressed the assembly and
the assembly was concluded with national anthem.



KARATE GRADING CEREMONY
24.2.2024 & 25.2.2024

Winning is not everything, but wanting to win is.”
SAN academy Pallikaranai takes immense pleasure
in conducting the annual Karate grading ceremony
2023-24. 
After honing the skills by the  Sensei for a year, the
students were recognised for their grit , tenacity and
determination during the ceremony. The parents of
the performers got a wonderful opportunity to
witness the same. 
Their encouragement served as a boost of energy to
our karate heroes .

The performers were felicitated with certificates and
medals in batches .

The performers aced the footwork , balancing and all
the moves . It was indeed a treat and pride for the
onlookers to witness .

The coordinator and the vice principal ma'am
addressed the gathering and the programme was a
resounding success.







THOUGHT OF THE DAY
26.2.2024
School assemblies play a quint essential
role in a student's life. They get to learn
about various important values through

the assemblies. The school assembly
conducted on 26th February 2024 was
organized by students of class VII C. It
was a pleasure seeing them perform so
confidently and joyfully on the stage.
The assembly started with the Tamil

Thai vazhthu followed by a school song.
To ignite the flame of inspiration of the
day , students shared a thought for the
day. Followed by the news bulletin on

National news, International news,
Sports news and weather report. The

assembly includes speech on ' Gratitude :
Appreciating what we gave and Ethics
and etiquette of good leaders. We had
prize distribution for our santies. The

assembly was  indeed very fabulous. The
Assembly was concluded by singing

National Anthem.





24.2.2024
Today, Class 2 C  presented a special assembly in
honour of World NGO Day. Assembly began with the
Tamil Thai vaazhthu and was followed by school song.
Students gave a speech on the  significance of NGO and
its examples. Our Coordinator Madam announced the
best class award of the month and appreciated the
students of silambam and Regional Level abacus
winners .Assembly ended with the National Anthem.





AFTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES LEVEL
COMPLETION 

Theatre production

French Program
Level 1



TALENT SHOW
29.2.2024



AWARDS,
ACHIEVEMENTS AND
ACCOLADES

Akshara of Class VIII E  
Prajjan VIII A and  
Farhan M VIII A won
first prize in debate
competition
conducted by KCG
engineering college

Sarvesh M and  Dheeraj of
VIII A won seocnd prize in
Quiz competition
conducted by KCG
Engineering college

Vedha (setter) from class 9'A' has won Best Player
Award for our School in Volleyball tournament which
was conducted by Lady Sivaswami Ayyar Girls higher
Secondary School.



Aravindh of class 10B and saicharan of class 3c
participated in the chess competition held on February

3&4 th at pammal. The details are as follows: 
Aravindh - U 19 District Championship runner UP and
is selected for State Championship in Theni. Saicharan-

U 11 District Championship 10th place.

Saicharan  of class 3c
has got the second
place in the chess
tournament held
yesterday at
perambur in VOC
vidhyalaya school.
He participated in
under 11 and got the
second place 



Saicharan Srinivasan of class III-C has won
Ist Prize in Zone 4 - Cluster Chess

Tournament - Under 12 category held at AKG
Public School Jalladianpet.

SPECIAL MENTION



P.R.Harshita of class VI D has secured 4th place in
Tamilnadu and Pudhuchery State level Yogasana

Championship conducted by Tamilnadu Sports Yogasana
Association at Ramakrishna Mission Matric Hr.Sec

School,T.Nagar.

N.Kevin Aaron of 6B  has
successfully completed  8

levels and 3 modules in
SIP Abacus and received a

Grand master certificate








